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Executive Summary
In recent years, technological and social forces have pushed smartphone applications (apps) from
the fringe to the mainstream. Understanding the role of transportation apps in urban mobility is
important for policy development and transportation planners. This study evaluates the role and
impact of multimodal aggregators from a variety of perspectives, including a literature review; a
review of the most innovative, disruptive, and highest-rated transportation apps; interviews with
experts in the industry, and a user survey of former multimodal aggregator RideScout1 users.
Between February and April 2016, researchers conducted interviews with experts to gain a
stronger understanding about challenges and benefits of data sharing between private companies
and public agencies. Key findings from the expert interviews include the critical need to protect
user privacy; the potential to use data sharing to address integrated corridor and congestion
management as well as various pricing strategies during peak hours; along with the potential
benefits for improving coordination between the public and private sectors.
In March 2016, researchers surveyed 130 people who had downloaded the RideScout app to
evaluate attitudes and perceptions toward mobile apps, travel behavior, and modal shift. The goal
was to enhance understanding of how the multimodal apps were impacting the transportation
behavior. The demographic profile of multimodal app users suggests that they are in fact
relatively well distributed by age, in that 50% of respondents were ages 40 and over. But the
distribution of age and race/ethnicity was less representative of the US population more broadly.
Respondents were more educated and on balance more likely to be Caucasian relative to the
general population. They also had higher incomes than the general population, with 42% of
respondents living households with incomes greater than $100,000.
However, the survey did find that respondents used multimodal apps in ways that yielded travel
that was less energy intensive and more supportive of public transit. For example, 38% of
respondents reported driving less as a result of using multimodal apps. Furthermore, 56% of
respondents noted that these apps increase their bus use, and 43% reported an increase in rail use.
In all cases, those reporting a decline in public transit use or walking and bicycling were far less
in number. Thus, the broader conclusion from the survey found that the apps were enabling some
people to travel in ways that would be considered more publicly benevolent. In addition,
multimodal transportation apps were reported to reduce wait times, as half of respondents
reported reduced wait times as a result of multimodal apps. For an additional subsample of
respondents, the capability of mobile payments on these apps was also found to improve their
experience with public transit and enable faster boarding times. In general, the survey found that
multimodal apps were a benefit to the survey respondents. The results apply to the population of
those who downloaded the app and who found utility in using it. Overall, the survey indicated
that such apps were beneficial to those who could use them.
Looking to the future, smartphone applications and more specifically multimodal aggregators,
offer the potential for transportation planners and policymakers to enhance their understanding of
1

In April 2016, RideScout and GlobeSherpa merged to become moovel North America, LLC., a
subsidiary of Daimler AG.
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multimodal travel behavior, share data, enhance collaboration, and identify opportunities for
public-private partnerships. These efforts may lead to new insights in travel behavior, while at
the same time, providing a platform for information that is useful and influences travel behavior
in positive ways.
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1. Introduction
1.1.

Overview

The proliferation of innovative mobility options within American cities in recent years has
greatly enhanced transportation alternatives for the public. Smartphone applications (apps) have
recently emerged as tools for aggregating information about transportation options available to
travelers within urban regions. These apps may have a number of applications beyond simply
giving consumers information about travel. For example, multimodal aggregators may collect
information on modal selection, time of travel, transfer points, and journey lengths (time and
distance). While multimodal apps may not offer a complete picture, since users may use more
than one smartphone app for their mobility needs, smartphone apps do offer a window into
multimodal travel behavior that has historically been difficult to measure and understand by
transportation planners. To support our understanding of this emerging application, this study
completed a thorough literature review covering smartphone apps, travel behavior, and effects of
apps on transportation. In conjunction with the literature review, the team prepared a matrix of
leading and emerging smartphone apps to provide an understanding of the range and potential of
these tools to support transportation demand management and planning. A series of interviews
were conducted with experts from government transportation authorities and private
transportation companies to gain insights into the data protocols and the concept of sharing data
between the private and public sectors. Finally, the users of a multimodal app were surveyed to
gain an understanding of how multimodal apps (in general) are used and how multimodal trip
aggregators (broadly speaking) can impact travel behavior. The results, summarized in this
report, advances understanding of multimodal travel facilitated through smartphone apps.
1.2.

Problem and Objectives

The U.S. passenger transportation landscape has begun a structural shift due to the introduction
of shared mobility systems, particularly in urban areas. Although the beginnings of this shift are
limited, Millennials (defined loosely as born from the early 1980s to around 2000) are
increasingly using smartphone applications and other information technology (IT) to expand
their mobility options. Nearly 70 percent of Millennials use multiple modes several times each
week (APTA, 2013). Multimodal travelers (characterized by automobile use and at least one
other travel mode during the week) increased their usage of alternatives to the private auto
between 2001 and 2009 (Buehler and Hamre, 2013). This shift toward multimodal transportation
represents an opportunity to promote more sustainable and accessible/equitable mobility options
(Shaheen and Christensen, 2014).
Smartphone apps are changing how people view mobility and travel. Shared mobility apps are
facilitating a transformative trend: Transportation as a Service (TaaS), incorporating shared
modes, such as carsharing (short-term access to a vehicle fleet); bikesharing (shared access to a
bike fleet); shared ride services (e.g., Uber, Lyft, Carma Carpool), as well as public
transportation and taxis with e-hail capabilities. Multimodal trip aggregators, are mobile apps
that provide users with information on surface transportation options from any one location to
anywhere else within a metropolitan region. These apps provide this information by aggregating
information (e.g., public transit, carsharing, bikesharing, walking, bicycling, and available shared
9

rides services (shuttles, for-hire vehicle services, carpooling etc.). Examples of such apps include
Swiftly, which aggregates information for public transit and other modes, such as Lyft and Uber,
and helps users navigate travel across multiple agencies and jurisdictions.
While these apps improve the availability of static and real-time information, they also have the
potential to offer a number of broader benefits. For the user, the primary multimodal trip
aggregators offer greater convenience by making multimodal information easier and more
convenient to access, ultimately simplifying the user experience. Trip aggregators provide instant
access to information about the modes, timetables, costs, and transfer points within a given
service area. Trip aggregators also raise awareness of non-motorized travel, which can lead to
emission reductions, energy savings, and congestion mitigation.
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2. Background
2.1.

The Emergence of Mobility Apps and Their Impact on Multimodal Travel

Multimodal travel involves the use of more than one travel mode for passenger or goods
movement. Transportation experts have often touted the various benefits of passenger
multimodalism as a way to curtail travel by the private automobile and to promote more
sustainable transportation. Addressing the first- and last-mile gap has been a major challenge in
passenger transportation. The first and last mile refers to travelers accessing or egressing public
transit mainlines (e.g., subway/metro or commuter rail stations) using “feeder” modes (e.g.,
private auto, bus, bicycling, walking). Other modes can effectively serve as first-and-last mile
connections, particularly in areas with lower levels of public transit service (e.g., rural and
suburban communities).
With the advancement of technology, multimodal trip chaining and innovative travel modes are
becoming more common. With the widespread usage of smartphones and mobile devices,
travelers are able to access more information about the transportation modes available to them.
Public agencies and third-party companies have been developing apps to lower information
barriers and encourage more multimodal travel.
This chapter includes four sections. First, we review the literature surrounding multimodal travel,
focusing on the most recent studies and the impact of the burgeoning mobile app industry. Next,
we discuss mobile apps catering to multimodal travel. Third, we explore potential behavioral
impacts due to multimodal travel apps. Finally, we conclude with policy opportunities,
challenges, and recommendations for future research.
2.2.

Multimodal Travel

The literature surrounding multimodal travel can be categorized into socioeconomic and travel
behavior research, as well as trip modeling analyses, which are collectively described in the
following sections.
2.2.1 Socioeconomic and Behavioral Research
Research into multimodal passenger travel and behavior has focused mainly in Western Europe,
with fewer and more localized studies being conducted in North America (Buehler and Hamre,
2015). Recent research in Western Europe has documented a stagnation of overall travel and a
trend among younger adults employing multimodalism, i.e., a combination of driving, public
transit, and active transportation (bicycling and walking).
The existing body of literature points to key socioeconomic factors that contribute to increased
multimodal travel behavior. These include younger age, living in households without children,
and living in urban areas with access to public transportation. Kuhnimhof et al. (2012) found that
men aged 18 to 29 reduced driving due to increased multimodalism and decreased personal
automobile ownership. Nobis (2007) similarly found a correlation between age and
multimodalism, with younger adults and older adults exhibiting increased multimodal travel in
11

Germany. Adults with children (typically middle-aged) were more likely to travel by private auto
(Kuhnimhof et al., 2006). Moreover, it was noted that multimodalism remains an urban
phenomenon, since alternative modes are most available in cities (Nobis, 2007). Not
surprisingly, access to high-quality public transportation has increased multimodalism
(Kuhnimhof et al., 2006). Associations of multimodalism and gender were inconclusive.
Recent research on multimodal travel in the U.S. reveals similar findings. Buehler and Hamre
(2015) analyzed the 2001 and 2009 National Household Travel Surveys (NHTS) and found that
the majority of Americans are “multimodal car users,” i.e., those who drive but make at least one
trip weekly by public transit, bicycling, or walking. Only 28% are mono-modal, reliant on
private auto during the week. Buehler and Hamre assert that the majority of American travel
behavior lies on a “spectrum” between car-only and walk-/bike-/public transit-only, and public
policy could focus on moving travelers along the spectrum toward increased multimodalism.
Encouraging increased multimodalism has been a focus of researchers as well. Diana and
Mokhtarian (2009) compared datasets from the San Francisco Bay Area and metropolitan areas
in France and identified car users who were willing to increase public transit use. Those already
engaged in and familiar with alternative modes, though infrequent, were more willing to increase
multimodal behavior over time. Trip purpose is an important aspect of multimodal behavior.
Kuhnimhof et al. (2006) found that for multimodal travelers in Germany, they employ public
transit for specific purposes, such as commuting, but travel by car for all purposes. Multimodal
travelers will often choose public transit when it is clearly the better option compared to the
private car.
2.2.2 Multimodal Modeling
Researchers have been developing models to make trip planning and travel more efficient.
Nuzzolo et al. (2014) developed an Advanced Traveler Advisory Tool (ATAT) used to advise
and guide users on multimodal trips with both path and modal choices. The ATAT concept was
developed into a mobile app tested in Rome, Italy. Researchers concluded that the experiment
warranted further path choice modeling.
Traveler information systems, such as ATAT, have been the topic of research since prior to the
advent of smartphones and mobile apps. Chorus et al. (2007) researched the literature of the time
and predicted the development of a next generation of Advanced Traveler Information Services
resulting in mobile, multimodal, dynamic, and personal travel information services. Mobile apps
of today appear to have fulfilled that prediction. While there are private-sector companies that
have developed mobile apps for trip planning (discussed later in this chapter), the technology is
relatively new and evolving very rapidly. Thus, formal studies are limited on the effects of these
apps on travel behavior.
2.3.

Smartphone Apps

As smartphones have become more prevalent (according to the Pew Research Center, nearly
two-thirds of Americans own a smartphone (Smith, 2015)), smartphone applications (commonly
referred to as “apps”) have become part of everyday life. Apps are computer programs designed
12

to operate on an array
y of portablee devices ran
nging in sizee from smarttphones (e.g.., Apple iPhoone,
Samsung
g Galaxy S) to tablets (e.g., Apple iP
Pad, Samsungg Galaxy Taab, Amazon Kindle Fire)).
Specificaally, in urban
n transportattion, mobile apps are enhhancing real-time (e.g., congestion,
parking, public transiit delays) an
nd static (e.g., timetabless and directioons) informaation across an
array of travel modess. These tran
nsportation apps are quicckly evolvingg and leveraaging mobilee
applicatio
ons to encou
urage multim
modal travel represents a key opportuunity for pubblic agenciess.
Enhancin
ng multimod
dal payment interfaces an
nd enabling commuter benefit paym
ments via
smartpho
one apps are two ways pu
ublic agenciies can encouurage multim
modal trips.
To underrstand how mobile apps and technolo
ogies are imp
mpacting how
w people travvel, it is helppful
to note th
he trends leaading to the growth of mo
obile apps. T he Federal Highway Administratioon
(2016) id
dentified fivee key phasess in the evolu
ution of mobbile apps: 1) basic hardw
ware and
applicatio
ons, 2) the emergence off mobile dataa, 3) improvvements in hardware andd software, 4)
platform wars, and 5) the rise of multi-platfo
orm advancedd features. These phasess are summarrized
in Figuree 1 below (FH
HWA, 2016).

Fig
gure 1 Five key phases in the evolu
ution of mob
bile apps (C
Credit: FHW
WA, 2016).
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Most recently, in Phase 5, cloud computing and new hardware interfaces are changing the way
people interact with smartphones. In addition to new features, such as Bluetooth Low Energy
(BLE) and near field communications (NFC), other trends are changing how users interact with
apps include:
1. Wider use of data sources: Transportation apps are increasingly drawing upon numerous
data feeds, traffic sensors, device GPS data, self-reported roadway incidents—to offer
more accurate predictions of travel and arrival times to the user.
2. Greater use of data sharing among apps and services: Apps are increasingly pulling data
from multiple sources and third-party apps to offer summary overviews of important
information.
3. Functional disaggregation: Apps are becoming less multi-functional and are focusing on
fewer key functions.
4. Bundled apps as services: New aggregator services—either new apps or native functions
of operating systems—are assembling data and functions from multiple apps, without the
user having to rely on individual dedicated apps for a diverse set of functions.
These trends are leading to more seamless, targeted, tailored, and real-time services for the app
user. In the near future, searching on-demand mobility options may involve a single app calling
several different apps for different functions (such as mapping, scheduling, ride providers, social
media, and more) so that users are not burdened by manually switching between multiple apps.
2.4.

Mobility Apps Impacting Transportation

There are four types of apps impacting transportation (FHWA, 2016). When categorized by their
primary function, they consist of the following types: 1) mobility apps; 2) vehicle connectivity
apps; 3) smart parking apps; and 4) courier network services (CNS) apps. This report focuses on
mobility apps, which includes a special type of app called “mobility aggregators.” Mobility
aggregators are apps that take information from many different mobility providers and help users
decide which options are available, what they cost, and how long they will take to complete a
trip.
In general, mobility apps assist users in planning, understanding, and enhancing a user’s
transportation choices and modal selection. FHWA (2016) categorizes mobility apps into eight
sub-categories, described in Table 1 below.
Table 1 Sub-Categories of Mobility Apps (FHWA, 2016)
Sub-Category
Business-to-Consumer
(B2C) Sharing Apps
Mobility Trackers
Peer-to-Peer (P2P)
Sharing Apps
Public Transit Apps

Description
Apps that sell the use of shared transportation vehicles from a business to an
individual consumer, including one-way and roundtrip trip carsharing (e.g., Zipcar).
Apps that track the speed, heading, and elapsed travel time of a traveler. These apps
often include both wayfinding and fitness functions that are colored by metrics, such
as caloric consumption while walking (e.g., GPS Tracker Pro).
Apps that enable private owners of transportation vehicles to share them peer-to-peer
with others, generally for a fee (e.g., Spinlister).
Apps that enable the user to search public transit routes, schedules, near-term arrival
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Real-Time Information
Apps
Ridesourcing/TNC Apps
Taxi e-Hail Apps
Trip Aggregator Apps

predictions, and connections. These apps may also include a ticketing feature, thereby
providing the traveler with easier booking and payment for public transit services
(e.g., Washington, DC’s Metrorail and Metrobus).
Apps that display real-time travel information across multiple modes including
current traffic data, public transit wait times, and bikesharing and parking availability
(e.g., Snarl).
Apps that provide a platform for sourcing rides. This category is expansive in its
definition so as to include “ridesplitting” services in which fares and rides are split
among multiple strangers who are traveling in the same direction (e.g., UberPOOL
and Lyft Line).
Apps that supplement street-hails by allowing location-aware, on-demand hailing of
regulated city taxicabs (e.g., Flywheel).
Apps that route users by considering multiple modes of transportation and providing
the user with travel times, connection information, and distance and trip cost (e.g.,
Transit App).

The Transportation Sustainability Research Center at the University of California, Berkeley
conducted a mobility apps review of apps available in the U.S. mainstream marketplace. The app
review excluded applications specific to the Asian and European markets and apps unavailable in
English. The review identified 83 transportation-related mobile apps from four marketplaces
with more than 10,000 total downloads (FHWA, 2016).
Of the eight sub-categories, trip aggregator apps aim to aggregate travel modes and serve as a
portal for multimodal information dissemination. Trip aggregators provide users multimodal trip
planning functionality, timetables, and real-time arrival/departure information. Examples of trip
aggregators include Transit App, Moovit, the former RideScout app (discussed in more detail
below), and Swiftly.
2.5.

Case Studies of Select Multimodal Mobility Apps

There are a number of multimodal apps currently on the market. Some have become more
popular among consumers in global cities. This report reviews the following apps: Citymapper,
TripGo, Metropia, and Google Now as well as the former RideScout aggregator.
Citymapper is a multimodal trip planning app available for the desktop, Android, and iPhone. It
consolidates real-time information for driving, public transit, carsharing, bikesharing, bicycling,
and walking in over 30 cities worldwide. The app allows the user to set arrival and departure
times and also gives suggestions based on travel time, cost, mode choices, and calories burned.
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Figuree 2 Screensh
hots of Citymapper app
p (Build Mee a Site, 2014).
TripGo is another mu
ultimodal triip planning app, availablle for Androoid and iPhonne. The app
allows ussers to set th
heir relative priorities am
mong saving money, saviing time, thee environmennt,
and conv
venience. Using utility th
heory and user input, thee app providees route sugggestions
g: arrival tim
me, trip durattion, approxiimate cost, a nd carbon dioxide emissions. TripG
Go
including
integrates driving, pu
ublic transit, ridesharing,, carsharing,, and bikeshaaring. Moreoover, the appp
allows ussers to createe agendas fo
or various daays of the weeek and creattes routes annd scheduless to
make surre the user arrrives on tim
me. Figure 3 provides sam
mple screensshots of the TripGo app.
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Figure 3 Scrreenshots off TripGo ap
pp (MacTrasst, 2015).
Apps, such as Metrop
pia, have developed user incentive programs to reduce conggestion. Metrropia
provides routes for co
ommuting an
nd offers inccentives for p eople to takke alternativve routes andd
depart at different tim
mes to reduce saturation of certain rooutes of the network. Aw
wards includde
online music and giftt cards to loccal and onlin
ne shops. Thhe app also trracks how many pounds of
carbon diioxide the usser saves and
d, through a partner com
mpany, plantss trees basedd on CO2
savings. This app is an example of gamification that encoourages posiitive behavioors with
incentivees. Metropia is available for the desk
ktop and on Android andd iPhone andd is currentlyy
availablee in Austin, Texas and Tu
ucson, Arizo
ona.
Google Now is an inttelligent perssonal assistaant, similar too Apple’s Siiri and Microosoft’s Cortaana.
In additio
on to assistin
ng the user with many fu
unctions, Gooogle Now caan plan tripss. It uses
ublic transit information and integrattes it with the user’s typiical
Google’ss real-time trraffic and pu
schedule and travel patterns (i.e.,, it will prov
vide traffic rooute options at the time the user typiically
y).
finishes the work day
RideScou
ut was a mulltimodal trip planning ap
pp launched in Novembeer 2013 for thhe desktop,
a to
Android,, and iPhone. One uniquee feature of the app was the ability to sync persoonal calendars
the travell app to find
d rides and ev
vents. Coverring many major cities thhroughout thhe U.S., the app
d route option
ns that would list differeent modes, appproximate cost, caloriees burned,
provided
departuree and arrivall times, and trip duration
n. RideScout acquired GllobeSherpa in 2015, andd in
April 201
16, they merrged to becom
me moovel North Ameriica, a subsiddiary of Daim
mler AG. Thhe
app will function as moovel in Germany. Fig
gure 4 providdes a screensshot of the foormer RideS
Scout
app.
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Figure 4 Screenshotts of formerr RideScoutt app.
2.6.

Im
mpacts of Mobile Apps on Travel Beehavior

The use of mobile ap
pps for transp
portation can
n have econoomic, social, and psychoological impacts
on its useers. Well-dessigned apps reduce the cognitive burrden of users trying to plan trips afteer
consideriing public transit optionss and delays, as well as r oute prefereence and currrent road traaffic
condition
ns. Another benefit of triip planning apps is givinng additionall decision coontrol to the
hich may maake them mo
ore satisfied with their triips regardlesss of whetheer there was an
users, wh
objectivee improvemeent in their comfort (FHW
WA, 2016). For examplee, several stuudies have
shown th
hat bus riderss without reaal-time arrival data perceeived wait tiimes to be loonger than was
felt by rid
ders with reaal-time data,, suggesting that the pressence of reall-time inform
mation can
increase the perceiveed trip satisfaaction (Marcczewski, 20115). Further, multimodall trip planninng
apps help
p users consiider the men
nu of optionss available annd can faciliitate the use of modes thhat
are not siingle occupaant vehicles. The behavio
oral mechannisms employyed by mobiility apps aree
worth greeater study as an increassing number of users connsult travel applications before startiing a
trip. Find
dings of such
h studies cou
uld build on anecdotal evvidence that suggests succh applicatioons
are succeessful in affeecting travel behavior (FHWA, 20166). Behavioraal mechanism
ms from the
disciplinees of econom
mics and psy
ychology aree being emplloyed in mobbility apps too benefit useers.
Table 2 provides an overview of these mechaanisms and t he types of apps currenttly employinng
them (FH
HWA, 2016)).
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Table 2 Benefits of Mobility Apps (FHWA, 2016)
Behavioral Mechanism and Benefit
Alleviating cognitive burdens with powerful search tools
Improving actual and perceived traveler control over journeys
Improving trust in carpooling services
Changing norms around transportation, such as the ease of mobile ticketing
Impacting price directly by enabling competitive services
Changing perceptions of value across multiple modes
Improving information availability and shaping service usage
Harnessing existing social pressures and generating new ones to shape travel
behavior in a desired direction
Delivering financial and non-financial incentives in favor of one behavior or another

Mobility App Example
Google Maps
OneBusAway
Carma
GlobeSherpa
Uber
RideScout
Transit App
Waze
GasBuddy

While smartphone apps are becoming increasingly prevalent, there are a number of challenges
for app developers, mobility service providers, and public agencies. FHWA (2016) identified
five challenges that impact mobility apps: 1) privacy concerns, 2) open data and inter-operability
among services and modes, 3) app authorization, 4) accessibility considerations, and 5) and
additional technical challenges. In the following section, we review three categories of
smartphone apps in transportation including: 1) most innovative, 2) most disruptive, and 3)
highest-rated.
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3. Review of Smartphone Apps
3.1.

App Shortlist Methodology

To further understanding of the types of transportation apps available, we conducted a
smartphone application market analysis between October 2015 and March 2016 (TSRC,
unpublished data, 2015-16). A total of 80 unique transportation apps were identified on the
Apple App Store (iOS), the Google Play Store (Android), and the Microsoft Store (Windows 10
Mobile). An app had to be available on at least two of the three marketplaces to be considered in
this analysis.
As part of this review, we sought to catalog three different types of smartphone applications:
● Most Innovative - apps that have either the most unique features, address a
unique transportation challenge, or both;
● Most Disruptive - apps that have transformed or are most likely to disrupt
incumbent transportation modes, services, or behaviors. These apps are disruptive in the
sense that they modify modal selection (the services people choose to take), such as
shifting from driving a private vehicle to using carsharing and/or ridesourcing
(Lyft/Uber) services; and
● Highest-rated - apps featuring the highest average star ratings across all three
marketplaces.
We considered a category documenting the “most downloaded” apps but were unable to do so
because several shortcomings of the app marketplace download counts were identified, such as:
1. The app marketplaces do not account for the same app being downloaded on multiple
devices by the same person.
2. The app marketplaces do not track, if an app is used after it has been downloaded. Users
may download an app, but never use it.
3. Non-specific or unavailable download counts:
i.
Apple and Microsoft’s app marketplaces do not release number of
downloads data publically.
ii.
The Google Play Store displays non-specific download data using data
ranges (e.g., 500,000-1,000,000 downloads).
Due to these shortcomings, the number of app downloads could not be analyzed. To overcome
this limitation, we created a “shortlisting” criterion, based on a combination of visibility and star
ratings. The methodology for cataloging the apps into each of the three categories is outlined
below.
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3.1.1. Cataloging
To catalog the array of transportation apps currently available to users, we manually screened
three smartphone application marketplaces—Google Play Store for Android, Apple App Store
for iOS, and Microsoft Store for Windows 10 Mobile. This was performed by reviewing relevant
app categories (e.g., transportation, navigation, etc.) and conducting searches expected to yield
relevant apps (e.g., mobility, parking, etc.). Due to the high number of apps, we only considered
relevant apps on the first three pages of search inquiries. Also, for a more robust comparison
across marketplaces, only apps that were available on at least two of the three marketplaces were
considered in the analysis. Differences in search terms and app keywords are the primary
limitations of this approach. Additionally, apps that are downloaded more frequently (including
repeat downloads by the same user on multiple devices) are likely to appear at the beginning of
app searches. Lastly, not of all the 80 apps identified are available on the Windows store yet, as
it was a relatively new operating system launched in Q4 of 2015.
All three app marketplaces display app ratings ranging from 1 to 5 stars. All three marketplaces
also provide data on how many people rated an app. These data were collected from all app
stores manually. Both of these data points were combined to develop an aggregated ranking for
each as prescribed below:
1. First, a weighted average star rating was identified for each app across all three
stores, in proportion of the number of star rating votes for each store.
2. Weighted Average Star Ratings Based Rank: All apps were given a rank based
on this weighted average star rating, such that the app with the highest combined
star rating value was given a rank of 1.
3. Number of Votes based Rank: For each app store, all the apps were ranked
based on the number of people who voted for the app. This resulted in a total of 3
ranks for each app namely: 1) “Number of Votes Based Rank for App Store,” 2)
“Number of Votes Based Rank for Play Store, and 3) “Number of Votes Based
Rank for Windows.” Here, the highest rank was given to the app with the most
number of votes among the apps considered from that app store. This was done to
account for apps with the same weighted average star ratings based rank but with
a different number of votes.
4. Weighted Average Votes Based Rank: This was calculated by weighting the
above three Number of Votes Based Ranks in proportion of the market shares of
each of their operating systems (i.e., 52.8% for Android, 43.6% for iOS and 2.7%
for Windows).
5. Average Rank: Then, an average ranking for each app was computed by
averaging the weighted average star ratings based rank and weighted average
votes based rank.
6. Final Rank: Apps were re-ranked into whole numbers (to avoid decimals).
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3.1.2. Process of Elimination
Finally, the five apps with the best final rank, i.e., smallest rank value, in each sub-functionality
were kept and the others were eliminated. For example, if there were six apps in a subfunctionality ranked 3, 8, 56, 24, 15 and 35 respectively, the third app with a ranking of 56 was
eliminated and the other five were kept.
This entire process resulted in a matrix of 80 apps, ranging over the varied functionalities of the
transportation app space. (Note: some sub-functionalities had fewer than five apps either because
of limited apps in the sub-functionality itself or apps not meeting the criteria for our analysis by
being absent from two marketplaces.) This list of 80 apps was the starting point for our
categorization of apps into three categories defined by us. It is recognized that the ‘current
leading apps’ is a dynamically changing concept. The rankings of the apps done at the time of
the analysis will most certainly change as the sector evolves.
3.1.3. Categorizing
We organized the cataloged apps according to six core functionalities impacting transportation.
Many of the core functionalities included numerous subcategories (FHWA, 2016). These six
core functionalities and subcategories include:
1)

Mobility Apps assist users in planning or understanding their
transportation choices and may enhance access to alternative modes
(Jones, 2013).
●
Business-to-Consumer (B2C) Sharing Apps sell the use of shared
transportation vehicles from a business to an individual consumer,
including one-way and roundtrip trip carsharing (e.g., Zipcar). This
category also includes bikesharing (e.g., Citi Bike) and microtransit (a
privately owned and operated shared transportation system that can have
fixed routes and schedules as well as flexible routes and on-demand
scheduling. The vehicles generally include vans and buses (e.g., Bridj)
(Shaheen et al., 2014).
●
Mobility Trackers track the speed, heading, and elapsed travel
time of a traveler. These apps may include both wayfinding and fitness
functions that are colored by metrics, such as caloric consumption while
walking (e.g., GPS Tracker Pro).
●
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Sharing Apps enable private owners of
transportation vehicles to share them peer-to-peer with others, generally
for a fee (e.g., Spinlister).
●
Public Transit Apps enable the user to search public transit routes,
schedules, near-term arrival predictions, and connections. These apps may
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also include a ticketing feature, thereby providing the traveler with easier
booking and payment for public transit services (e.g., Washington DC’s
Metrorail and Metrobus). Ten apps were shortlisted in this category by
first looking at the top ten cities with highest public transit ridership
(APTA Factbook 2015, Appendix B). Then, for each of these ten cities,
the cataloguing formula were applied to find the current leading public
transit app for that city.
●
Real-Time Information Apps display real-time travel information
across multiple modes including current traffic data, public transit wait
times, and bikesharing and parking availability (e.g., Snarl).
●
Ridesourcing/TNC Apps provide a platform for sourcing rides.
This category is expansive in its definition so as to include “ridesplitting”
services in which fares and rides are split among multiple strangers who
are traveling in the same direction (e.g., UberPOOL and Lyft Line).
●
Taxi e-Hail Apps supplement street-hails by allowing locationaware, on-demand hailing of regulated city taxicabs (e.g., Flywheel).
●
Trip Aggregator Apps route users by considering multiple modes
of transportation and providing the user with travel times, connection
information, and distance and trip cost (e.g., RideScout).
2)

Vehicle Connectivity Apps allow remote access to a vehicle through an
integrated electronic system that can be used in times of emergencies (e.g.,
locked out of a car, asking for help when in an accident, etc.). The
connected vehicle apps are either auto manufacturer operated (e.g. General
Motor’s OnStar) or independently owned apps (e.g., Directed Smart Start).

3)

Smart Parking Apps provide information on parking cost, dynamic space
availability, and payment channels. These apps are often paired with smart
parking systems (e.g., SFpark).
●
e-Parking Apps provide important information regarding real-time
parking cost and availability (e.g., Park Whiz) and accessible payment
channels for parking (e.g., Parkmobile).
●
e-Valet Apps provide for-hire parking service where drivers use an
app to dispatch valet drivers to pick-up, park, and return vehicles. In
addition to parking, some of these services also offer fueling, cleaning,
and other vehicle services. Valet Parking Apps provide the ease of ondemand valet parking with flexible drop off and return locations (e.g.,
Luxe).
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4)

Courier Network Services (CNSs) Apps provide for-hire delivery
services for monetary compensation using an online application or
platform (such as a website or smartphone app) to connect couriers using
their personal vehicles, bicycles, or scooters with freight (e.g., packages,
food).
●
Peer-to-Peer (P2P) Delivery Service Apps enable private drivers
to collect a fee for delivering cargo using their private automobiles (e.g.,
Roadie).
●
Paired On-Demand Courier Service Apps allow for-hire ride
services to also conduct package deliveries (e.g., UberEATS).

5)

Environment and Energy Consumption Apps track environmental
impacts and the energy consumption of travel behavior (e.g., Refill). This
category also includes eco-driving/eco-routing apps that encourage
environmentally conscious driving by providing real-time feedback on
driving behavior as related to energy use, efficient routing information, or
both. This category also includes apps that help locate car-charging
stations for electric cars (e.g., greenMeter).

6)

Insurance Apps generally tie a traveler’s behavior, especially as a driver,
to an individual’s insurance premiums and user experience. These apps
enable users to opt for pay-per-mile automobile insurance (e.g.,
Metromile) and other usage-based pricing and incentives, related to
distance, time-of-travel, and safe driving (e.g., Allstate’s usage-based
insurance app).

3.1.4. Specific Procedures
The final step in our methodology was to apply a specific procedure for each of the three app
categories (most innovative, most disruptive, and highest-rated). These specific procedures are
outlined below.
Most Innovative:
From the catalog of 80 apps, five apps were selected as the most innovative, based on the
following methodology:
1. First, innovations in mobility that address unique transportation challenges were
identified. These include driving apps that encourage lower energy consumption and
address congestion through smart driving and ecorouting, insurance-based apps that
reward fuel efficient and safe driving through lower insurance premiums, smart parking
apps that aid in parking management, vehicle connectivity apps that allow remote access
to one’s personal vehicle, and trip aggregator apps that combine multiple modes of
transport into one platform to encourage and facilitate multimodality.
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2. Then, in each of these sub-functionalities, the most unique app was identified.
Uniqueness was captured by comparing the features and attributes of all the apps in this
sub-category and finding the app that offers the most unique set of functionalities. For
instance, looking at the Vehicle Connectivity Apps sub-category, we find that all the apps
allow users to remotely lock/unlock, start/stop, and honk/turn on lights of their cars. But,
unlike the others in this subcategory, OnStar RemoteLink App allows users to also check
their vehicle status in terms of fuel and oil levels and even tire pressure, thus making it
the most innovative in this sub-category.
3. Then, of these shortlisted apps, the five most unique apps were selected based on
a combination of steps 1 and 2.
Most Disruptive:
From the catalogue of 80 apps, five apps were selected as the most disruptive in the following
manner:
1. Disruptive trends in mobility that change incumbent transportation modes,
services, or behavior were identified. Disruptive trends may also cause a change in modal
selection among users. For instance, ridesourcing represents one disruptive trend as it is
changing the way people view on-demand mobility and use of for-hire vehicle services.
Then, for each disruptive trend, the smartphone app that came first and is still in
existence was identified. For this, we looked at the date each app was launched, which
corresponds to the app marketplace it was first launched in. Additionally, new versions of
the app, name changes, and acquisitions were taken into account.
2. Finally, the top five most disruptive apps were selected as a combination of steps
1 and 2, taking into account the trend and app that had the most far reaching impact.
Highest-Rated:
The top five ranked apps across each of the core six functionalities and sub-functionalities,
obtained by the ranking process prescribed above in the cataloguing stage, comprise the ‘Highest
Rated Apps.’ This category features those apps, which were found to have the highest aggregated
ranking (a combination of star ratings and number of votes), as a measure of the popularity of
apps.
3.2.

Most Innovative Apps

Looking at the top five most innovative trends in transportation, followed by the most innovative
app within each trend, the following most innovative apps were identified (in no particular
order):
1. Metropia: Metropia is an environment/energy consumption app promoting eco
driving and congestion mitigation. Metropia encourages users to reduce fuel consumption
through real-time efficient route navigation and predictive traffic navigation (routing a
vehicle to avoid forecasted traffic). Metropia is unique in that it focuses on reducing
carbon emissions. The app has a rewards system that incentivizes drivers to use ecoroutes, allowing drivers to reduce emissions and earn points. Points can be exchanged for
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gift cards. Meetropia also has a “Plant-a-Tree” Proogram, allow
wing users too trade pointss to
plant a tree. Metropia is a free app av
vailable on Google Play and Apple’ss App Store..
Although Meetropia does not have any
y premium features for purchase, thee app generaates
ad
dvertising reevenue. The user interfacce is shown b elow:

Figure 5 Screenshot of M etropia
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2. Driveewise Mobilee by Allstatte: Drivewisee Mobile is an insurancee app that
reewards safe driving. Unllike other ap
pps in this caategory that reward goodd driving witth
lo
ower insuran
nce premium
ms, Drivewisee also allowss users to eaarn points, making it the most
in
nnovative in its category
y. Employing
g gamificatioon, this app allows userss to trade poiints
fo
or discount coupons, gift
ft cards and other offers, providing ennhanced incentives for
drrivers to driv
ve safer. Driivewise Mob
bile is a free app availablle on Googlee Play and
Apple’s App Store. The app does nott have any paaid premium
m features annd does not
prrovide real-ttime informaation. Drivew
wise Mobilee’s interface can be view
wed below:

Figuree 6 Screen Shot of Drivvewise Mobile
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3. Best Parking: Beest Parking iss a location--based smartt parking appp that identiffies
th
he cheapest and most con
nvenient parrking spaces. Unlike most parking management apps
th
hat allow useers to pay for parking on
n the spot, Beest Parking allows userss to look for
av
vailable spacces and view
w pricing in advance from
m their smarrtphones. Beest Parking does
not have any premium paaid features. It employs g amificationn and incentivvization by
offering gift cards to userrs who can find
fi inaccuraate informatiion on the appp. Best Parkking
iss available on
n Google Play and Applle’s App Stoore. Best Parkking’s interfface can be
viewed below
w.

Fig
gure 7 Screeenshot of Beest Parking
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4. DropC
Car: DropC
Car is an e-Valet smart paarking app thhat providess on-demandd
valet service for car owneers. DropCarr provides caar wash and gas refillingg services.
DropCar givee users the fllexibility to choose wherre a valet will pick up thheir car and offers
multiple serviice packagess (e.g., valet for the day,, valet who waits in the car while thee user
does his/her work, valet and car storaage for severral days, andd car transferr to a nearbyy
garage for thee user to pick
k up later). These featurees make it thhe most innoovative e-Vaalet
ap
pp in this an
nalysis. Drop
pCar is a freee Android annd iOS app that does nott offer additiional
paid features.. DropCar geenerates reveenue throughh fees for serrvices providded. DropCaar
does not employ gamificaation or inceentivization. DropCar’s interface cann be viewed
below:

Figure 8 Screeenshot of Drop Car
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5. OnSta
ar Remote Link: OnStaar is a Generral Motors’ vehicle connnectivity appp.
OnStar Remo
ote Link allows users to access and trrack their veehicles, lockk and unlock and
tu
urn on the lig
ghts, and horrn on/off rem
motely on ann as-needed basis. Additiionally, the app
alllows users to remotely check the fu
uel level, oil life, and tiree pressure (as well as retrrieve
battery data for electric vehicles), feaatures unavaiilable on othher apps in thhis sub-categgory.
OnStar also offers trip plaanning and navigation feeatures for thhe vehicle. Available onn
Android and Apple devicces, OnStar Remote Linkk is a free appp that requirres a monthlly
seervice fee fo
or use. The ap
pp does not use gamificaation or inceentivization. The interfacce os
sh
hown below:

Figure 9 Screensho
ot of OnStaar Remote Link
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6. RideS
Scout: the fo
ormer RideScout was a free trip aggrregator app, offering reaaltiime informattion on multtiple transporrtation modees (e.g., publlic transit, caarpool,
caarsharing, ridesourcing, biking, and walking). RideScout helps users in multimodal trip
planning by displaying alll options of transportatioon between a given origgin and
destination an
nd allows users to choose routes andd modal optioons based onn time, cost, and
caalories burneed. Recently
y, RideScoutt and GlobeS
Sherpa merged to form moovel. Mooovel
in
ncludes new features, such as mobilee ticketing foor public trannsit, which is not yet
av
vailable on other trip agg
gregator app
ps. RideScouut was availaable on Googgle Play andd
Apple Stores.. The app did
d not employ
y incentivizaation and gam
amification and did not have
prremium feattures. RideSccout’s formeer interface can be seen below.

Figure 10 Screensho
ot of the Former RideS
Scout

3.3.

Most Disrupttive Apps

Disruptiv
ve trends in mobility include trends that impact i ncumbent trransportationn modes,
services, or prevalentt behaviors. Disruptive trends may a lso impact modal selecttion among
mobility consumers. Of the trend
ds considered
d in this repoort, the folloowing five appp sub-categgories
were iden
ntified as thee most disrup
ptive, taking
g into accounnt the depth and breadth of their
disruptiv
ve impacts on
n the transpo
ortation netw
work and useer behavior. These trendss include:
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1. Ridesourcing/Transportation Network Companies (TNCs) – These apps are
providing a new for-hire transportation option, changing the incumbent taxi/livery
industry causing new advancements in e-Hail dispatch, offering a variety of flexible route
and sharing options, such as ridesplitting, and mainstreaming the concept of on-demand
mobility.
2. Microtransit – is mainstreaming the concept of private sector public transportation
options, often times employing on-demand dispatch and flexible routing service
characteristics.
3. Bikesharing – Bikesharing programs promote active transportation modes through
the short-term rental of publically shared and on-demand bicycle rentals. Bikesharing
systems can increase public transit ridership by adding another first-and-last mile
connection.
4. Carsharing – Provides short-term vehicle access without the cost and
responsibilities of vehicle ownership. Studies of carsharing show a reduction in vehicle
ownership and greenhouse gas emissions. Today, there are at least 4.8 million carsharing
members sharing vehicles worldwide.
5. Peer-to-Peer Sharing - is changing predominant ownership models. Under peerto-peer service models, owners are able to share their vehicles, bicycles, and other
transportation modes with other users for a fee, reducing overall ownership costs for the
lessor and ownership needs for the lessee.
Next, we review the shortlisted apps from each of these five trends, using the methodology
described. The following five apps were selected as the most disruptive (in no particular order):
1. Uber: Uber is a ridesourcing/TNC app that is free to install and available on
Google Play, Apple, and Windows Stores. Although Uber does not have any additional
paid features, it generates revenue through processing fees. The drivers receive fares from
passengers. Uber provides on-demand and real-time ride pick-up based on location. Uber
uses dynamic pricing to balance supply and demand. Launched in 2009, Uber was the
first ridesourcing app and is available in 45 different countries and over 200 cities.
Although Uber does not use gamification in its business model, incentivization can be
seen through price promotions, such as free rides for referrals. Uber also offers a food
delivery service (UberEATS) and uberPOOL, a service that allows users to ridesplit,
providing cheaper fares. Uber’s interface can be viewed below:
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Figure 11 Screeenshot of Uber
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2. Via: Via is a micrrotransit app
p offering shaared rides inn private shuuttles, pairingg
riiders real tim
me, based on their locatio
on. Via was launched in 2012, and itt is availablee in
New York Ciity and Chicaago. The app
p is free for d ownload onn Android annd iOS. Via
em
mploys incentivization through two means: 1) frree ride/creddit for referraal and 2) its
prrepayment feature that gives a disco
ount on the riide fare wheen ride creditt is purchaseed on
th
he app. The Via app appears below:

Figure 12 Screenshot of Via
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3. Spotccycle: Spotcy
ycle was lau
unched in 20009 and is a public bikeshharing app with
op
perations in 13 cities acrross the Unitted States. S potcycle suppports local bikesharing
prrograms in numerous citties, creating
g a unified appp interface across the country that is
eaasy for userss to interact with. With on-demand b icycle rentaals, the app allows users to
seearch for thee nearest stattions using a location-baased map dissplaying reall-time bicyclle
av
vailability. The Spotcyclle app also has a feature called Reality+ TM, whiich is an
au
ugmented reeality display
y of bike avaailability (thrree-dimensioonal display shown beloow).
This can mak
ke it easier fo
or users to “sspot” bicyclees while travveling in unffamiliar areaas.
This app is av
vailable in bo
oth Google Play and Appple’s App Store. Spotcyycle does nott use
gamification or incentivizzation and in
nstead generates revenuee through renntal fees. Thhe
ap
pp’s interfacce can be seeen below:

Fiigure 13 Scrreenshot of Spotcycle
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4. Zipca
ar: Zipcar is one of the laarges carshaaring servicees in the world. It has an appbased interfacce. Zipcar was founded in 2000, andd its app luncched in 20099, allowing users
to
o search and reserve a veehicle from their phones. Users can reserve a carr by the hourr or
by
y the day. Zipcar requirees a one-timee applicationn fee, an annnual fee, andd per trip usaage
feees. These feees are the so
ources of Zip
pcar’s revennue. Zipcar’ss free app is available forr
download on Android and
d iOS. Roun
ndtrip carshaaring services is a flexiblle alternativee to
vehicle ownership that haas been demo
onstrated to reduce vehicle ownershhip, miles
trraveled, and greenhouse gas emissions. Zipcar’s app can be viewed beloow:

Figure 14 Sccreenshot of Zipcar
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5. Carm
ma: Carma iss a peer-to-peeer sharing a pp that pairrs drivers andd passengerss
based on simiilar origins and destinatiions. Launchhed in 2007, dynamicallyy pairs
passengers with drivers in
n their privatte vehicles with similar origin and destination pairs.
Carma Carpo
ooling is a freee app witho
out additionaal paid featurres. The appp generates
money throug
gh processin
ng fees. Carm
ma does not offer any gam
mification or incentivizaation.
Carma Carpo
ooling is conttributing to a contemporrary resurgennce in rideshharing, increasing
vehicle occup
pancy and reeducing vehicle miles traaveled. Carm
ma’s interface can be view
wed
below:

.

Figure 15 Sccreenshot of Carma
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3.4.

Highest-Rated Apps
1. GasBuddy: GasB
Buddy had th
he highest agggregated rannking, with a weighted
raating of 4.58
84, and 682,5
503 votes on
n Google Plaay Store; 1366,520 votes on Apple’s App
Store and 14,000 votes on
n the Microssoft Store. GasBuddy is a peer-to-peeer price
co
omparison app, compariing the most and least exxpensive gass prices in ann area. The app
generates its own quasi-reeal-time dataa by aggregaating inform
mation providded by other
drrivers to tracck gas pricess. GasBuddy
y is a free app available on the Androoid, iOS, andd the
Windows platforms. Thiss app does no
ot contain anny premium or paid featuures and insttead
reelies upon ad
dvertising reevenue. GasB
Buddy emplooys gamificaation throughh daily and
weekly challeenges encourraging users to update/addd prices. Rewards incluude being
feeatured on a leaderboard
d, prizes, and
d giveaways.. GasBuddy incentivizess users,
trranslating co
ompleted daiily challengees into raffle entries to win $100 gas cards.
GasBuddy’s interface can
n be viewed below:

Fig
gure 16 Screenshot of G asBuddy
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2. Familly Locator: Family Locator was thee second highhest rated traansportationn app
with a weightted rating of 4.408 and 384,796 votees on Googlee Play Store;; 35,021 votees on
Apple’s App Store; and 3,847 votes on the Microosoft Store. Family Locaator is free
lo
ocation-shariing app where users can exchange loocation inforrmation withh friends andd
faamily. Userss can also pu
urchase prem
mium features. such as em
mergency roadside
asssistance, sto
olen phone protection, and 24/7 livee advisors forr an additionnal fee. Thesse
prremium feattures providee the revenuee for this appp. Family Loocator does not employ
gamification or incentivizzation. Famiily Locator’ss interface iss shown beloow:

Figurre 17 Screen
nshot of Fam
mily Locatoor
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3. Truck
ker Path Prro: Trucker Path Pro is a trip-planninng app for truuckers. It rannks
th
hird highest, having an aggregate ratting of 4.7244. 22,697 peoople rated it on Google Play
Store and 1,950 on Applee’s App Storre. This app is not availaable on the Microsoft Stoore.
Trucker Path Pro helps prrofessional truck driverss plan their trrip logistics and navigation
by
y providing real-time infformation ab
bout truck sttops, weigh stations, parkking spaces,,
weather, and fuel prices. Trucker Path
h raised $200 million from
m Wicklow Capital and the
Chinese sociaal media firm
m Renren based in Beijinng (Butcher, 2015). Truccker Path Proo is
frree, with no additional premium feattures, gamifiication, or inncentivizatioon. Trucker Path
Pro generatess revenues th
hrough adverrtisements. T rucker Pathh Pro’s interfface is show
wn
below:

Figuree 18 Screensshot of Truccker Path Pro
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4. GrubHub: GrubH
Hub is the fo
ourth highestt rated transpportation appp. GrubHub has
an
n aggregate rating of 4.3
328 with 66,179 votes onn the Googlee Play Store and 26,054 votes
on
n Apple’s App Store. Th
he app is unaavailable on the Microsooft Store. Onne can searchh for
an
nd order foo
od from num
merous restau
urants and paay for deliveered food or takeout by cash,
crredit card, orr PayPal. GrrubHub is a free Courierr Network Seervice app avvailable on
Google Play and Apple’s App Store. No premium
m features arre offered. GrubHub doees not
use incentivizzation or gam
mification. The app earnns money thrrough deliverry and
prrocessing fees. The app interface is shown below
w:

Fiigure 19 Scrreenshot of G rubHub
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5. CityM
Mapper: CittyMapper ran
nks fifth in r atings, withh an aggregatte rating of 4.492
an
nd 37,512 vo
otes on Goog
gle Play Store and 1,5800 votes on App Store. Thhis app is noot
av
vailable on the Microsofft Store. City
y Mapper is a multimodaal trip aggreggator facilitaating
reeal-time navigation and trip planning
g. City Mappper combinees public trannsit, ridesourrcing
(ee.g., Uber), bikesharing, carsharing, and walkingg in one plattform. Additiionally, userrs
caan access a distance traccker to estim
mate the numbber of caloriies burned while walkingg or
cy
ycling. It alsso alerts userrs when it is time to get off at their stop. CityMaapper is free
without any paid featuress. It relies on
n advertisingg revenue forr ongoing opperation. Cityy
Mapper does not employ incentivizattion or gamiffication. Thee app interfaace is shown
below:

Figure 20 Screeenshot of CityMapper
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4. Expert Interviews
4.1.

Overview

As individuals are becoming increasingly multimodal, understanding and planning for
transportation requires a shift from measuring vehicle miles traveled (VMT) to measuring person
miles traveled (PMT). Smartphones have the potential to capture PMT, both through the
movements of the phone and through the use of apps to book multimodal transportation.
Tracking and accessing data from smartphones raises a variety of important concerns pertaining
to privacy and the protection of personally identifiable information (PII). At the same time, the
sharing of data among and between private companies and public agencies could significantly
improve multimodal transportation access and planning for individuals, transportation
companies, and public agencies. This could provide a dynamic source of relevant data and
improve the multimodal travel database for transportation demand management and planning
purposes.
Between February and April 2016, we conducted interviews with experts to gain a stronger
understanding about the challenges and benefits of data sharing between private companies and
public agencies. In addition to investigating the current practices of data sharing, experts were
also asked about their recommendations for a better sharing platform and their hope for
leveraging data for urban planning purposes. Experts were invited to participate from both
private companies and public agencies to provide both perspectives. The goal is to inform
practitioners about the challenges and the benefits of data sharing to improve multimodal
transportation options, while potentially providing direction toward resolving some of the
challenges surrounding privacy and PII.
4.2.

Methodology

We contacted a total of 14 experts via email and telephone with an invitation to participate in an
interview. The experts were identified via public sources, such as publications and online
activity. Among the six executives from the transportation private sector that were contacted,
four agreed to participate. Among the seven officials from government transportation planning
agencies that were contacted, two agreed to participate. There were two separate questionnaires
to reflect the expertise of both the private and public sector participants. The questionnaire was
sent to experts in advance of the interview, if requested. Most interviews were between 30 and
45 minutes in duration.
4.3.

Questionnaire and Experts

We developed a structured interview questionnaire that covered the following subject areas:
•
•
•
•
•

Data sharing pipelines between the government and private companies;
Incentives to encourage companies to share data openly;
Current practices for sharing data at their organizations/company;
The benefits of data sharing to the end user;
Recommendations for improving user experience, including data sharing;
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•
•
•

Privacy considerations for data sharing and protecting the end user;
Ways to leverage data for city planning purposes; and
Future of data sharing in the next five to ten years.

The six experts represented the following occupations and backgrounds:
•
•
•
•
•
•

Chief Executive Officer (CEO) of a microtransit operator (private company) that
is currently operating in a limited number of major U.S. cities;
Vice President of Legal Affairs at an on-demand ridesharing company, currently
operating in a limited number of major urban cities in the U.S.;
Co-Founder of a private company that builds data-driven software applications to
improve urban mobility;
Vice President of a software company specializing in mobile application
development for transit agencies and parking management companies;
Director of Innovation at a planning agency for a major city in the U.S.; and
Chief Information Officer at a municipal planning organization of a major city in
the U.S.

Additional expertise and characteristics of the interview participants and their companies
include:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

4.4.

A city that has recently collaborated with transportation companies to provide
better dynamic information to users, which has improved their public transit
planning process as well.
An agency goal to apply a data driven approach to their planning process.
A company that provides a secure technology platform for public transit service
operators interested in moving to open payments, open data, and mobile fare
collection with minimal infrastructure investment.
A company uses machine-learning algorithms to inform smarter routing patterns,
allowing for a dynamic transportation system.
A company dynamically matches drivers and riders.
A company analyzes real-time multimodal information to provide users the fastest
and most affordable ways to get around town.
A company that aides the government by providing software tools to help cities
and public transit agencies improve operational efficiency, make smarter
investments, and better engage riders.

Expert Interview Key Findings

The expert interviews highlighted many challenges, advantages, and concerns pertaining to data
sharing among and between the private and public sectors.
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4.4.1. Private Companies on Data Sharing
•
•

•

•

The four representatives from private companies expressed strong enthusiasm to
share their data with governmental agencies provided there was a mutually
beneficial agreement.
The interviews indicated the importance of recognizing that each company has
different goals and as such has differing needs for types of data that they could
leverage. The experts emphasized that there cannot be a one-size-fits-all
agreement drafted by the government that applies to all private companies that
they partner with.
One of the experts revealed that private companies are nervous about sharing data
because they do not want to lend competitive advantage to other private
companies in an ever-evolving, competitive marketplace. This was a common
concern for sharing data with other private companies, but not as much with
public agencies.
The interviewees noted that the more data they have, the more robust the
algorithms will be, which can be used in a multitude of ways to solve urban
mobility problems such as congestion, parking, and petroleum reliance.

4.4.2. Public Agencies on Data Sharing
•
•

•
•

The experts from the public agencies also showed great eagerness to improve
their data resources by entering into collaboration with the private companies
operating in their respective cities.
One of the experts suggested the government could serve as an enabler to third
parties. General Transit Feed Specification (GTFS) is a classic example, and it has
been the basis for taking advantage of multimodal routing and mode decision
support tools.
The experts agreed that data sharing will lead to better visibility for shared
mobility, providing more insight into how people travel around the city, and this
will improve operations in the short term and infrastructure in the long term.
One expert also mentioned that better data sharing can encourage people to use
shared mobility services more and decrease their use of drive alone because they
will have easy access to real-time planning tools to make their trips efficiently.

4.4.3. Most Beneficial Data Sharing Collaboration
•

•

One expert explained how public agencies can lead the charge of planning
transportation projects, while the private companies can facilitate and provide
valuable input. This individual noted that the brand and culture of a public agency
can be complemented with the technical expertise of a private company for better
infrastructure planning as a whole.
The experts noted that public agencies and private companies working together
for the use of data also helps to provide better visibility for both public transit as
well as transportation apps because this can provide real-time trip planning tools
to the users.
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•
•

One example that was provided was that a city planning agency could incentivize
use of an app and in turn get access to their database for demand management and
forecasting processes.
Anonymizing travel data can help to provide a detailed snapshot of how a city
moves in discrete blocks of time throughout the day and in different parts of the
city.

4.4.4. Types of Data Being Collected and Shared
•
•
•
•
•
•

Three of the experts from private companies said their company currently has
some type of a data sharing collaboration with the city planning agency where
they operate.
One of the companies has all its data in an open framework that can be accessed
by the public. They anonymize the data so that no personal information of users is
revealed.
The most common data types being collected by these companies are origindestination (OD) pairs, modal share, factors for choosing a particular mode
(metadata), and time and distance.
Three of the experts from private companies said they share trip level data with
public transit agencies for better insight into their demand patterns.
One expert said they need geographic and temporal fidelity but do not require
individual trip data for improving their day-to-day operation algorithms.
One of the experts said their company shares information on trips, pickup date,
and license number with their governmental partner. They do not provide
disembarking data because of security regulations.

4.4.5. Privacy Concerns
•
•
•
•

•
•

All the experts (both public and private sector) unanimously agreed on the
importance of having strict privacy protocols when it comes to sharing user data.
The experts agreed that sharing application programming interfaces (APIs) is the
most efficient method to share data because this gives maximum flexibility and
provides a standardized format.
Concerns were raised because the current recommendations on data sharing are
very broad and did not specify individual problems that might occur.
One of the experts suggested having the privacy policies written in clear, plain
English instead of long legal jargon. There should be clear instructions on who
they can contact in case of a privacy breach in addition to having a robust data
infrastructure and multiple security tests that ensure that a privacy breach does not
occur in the first place.
Users need to be made aware that allowing companies to share their data will
benefit all users with better routing infrastructure, more efficient planning
mechanisms, and an overall superior travel experience.
One of the experts said their company anonymizes IDs every 24 hours and
bundles them in monthly overviews within a dashboard setting.
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4.4.6. Benefits to The End User
•
•

•
•
•

All the experts agreed that the end users can benefit to a large extent from a better
data sharing platform between public and private companies.
While in the short term, the users can save time and money for their daily trips by
having access to more real-time information about their transportation landscape,
in the longer-term cities can invest their funds wisely for infrastructure planning
with better information on how the city moves.
Three of the experts from private companies said having more data will help them
identify the needs of specific customers and curate to their requests, thereby
lending a faster experience to their end users.
Better data sharing also results in improved customer service, convenience, and
affordability, closing the gap between car ownership and non-car ownership.
One of the experts noted another direct consumer service benefit related to
parking availability that can induce a behavioral change by providing better realtime information. The end user can also benefit in the long term when policies for
approving buildings with or without parking leads to better housing and land use
developments.

4.4.7. Recommendations For Improving Data Sharing Collaborations
•
•

•

•

One expert from a public agency revealed that the data sharing collaborations at
present are very ad hoc, and the lack of standardization is hurting everyone.
Five of the experts praised the GTFS model for providing a robust, real-time
platform for sharing data. They said the GTFS model can be replicated in other
aspects of transportation. One example provided in this respect was parking data
in urban centers, which is not currently published in any standard data platform.
The experts from public agencies expressed that their agencies are trying to
improve their data collaboration, but they are not well funded and lack data
experts who can standardize data and also understand the policy regulations that
their agency has to adhere to.
One of the experts also raised the issue of predictive analytics and the need to
start allowing things to be done more virtually, using tools like geo-sensing.

4.4.8. Contributions to City Planning Process
•
•
•

All experts interviewed agreed upon that long-term applications for data sharing
can impact city planning and shape the future of urban mobility.
The most common contribution of data sharing stated is using micro-level data on
parking, ticket collection, payments, congestion, and modal share to inform
policies that are data driven and provide excellent cost benefit for public money.
Another important contribution from data sharing discussed by the experts was
corridor planning to tackle congestion and tolling during peak hours.
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4.4.9. Collecting Person Miles Traveled (PMT)
•
•
•

One of the experts noted that his/her company does not collect disembarking data
of their users because of policy regulations, and therefore they cannot calculate
PMT accurately for their users.
Three of the experts said their companies are currently collecting data to measure
person miles traveled (PMT) as a metric of travel behavior.
Two of the experts raised concerns about standardization of data forms for
calculating PMT. The data warehouses are stored in various programming
languages, which make it difficult to combine them on one common platform.

4.4.10. Future of Data Sharing in The Next 5-10 Years
•
•
•
•

•

Four of the experts opined that we have just started to realize the potential of data
sharing for urban planning.
There should be a more transparent ecosystem of data sharing that benefits both
the government and the private companies.
One of the experts predicted there will eventually be a data governance
framework and a data commons portal, where people send their data to a
repository, and a third party will aggregate the data into a standardized format.
One of the experts suggested data sharing and data security should be regulated at
the federal level, rather than of having various state-based laws, which makes it
very difficult for private companies that operate in multiple cities. The companies
have to develop collaborations with the planning agency in a variety of cities.
Three of the experts predicted that eventually data sharing will be less about the
data and more about the sharing platforms. Sharing of real-time data will be more
important than historical data, giving rise to a dynamic shared mobility platform.

Several key themes emerged from the expert interviews. While both the private companies and
public corporations we talked to expressed a desire to share their data with each other, the public
agencies raised more concerns pertaining to privacy protocols. The overarching concern for the
private companies, on the other hand, was their competition with other companies. All of the
experts interviewed agreed that data collaboration is beneficial to both parties. Private companies
gain access to routing and public transit information that helps them build robust algorithms,
while the public agencies gain access to private company data that allows them to predict
growth, trends, and guide them in allocating funds for future projects. Benefits to the end user
were also noted by some of the experts, stressing the importance of real-time data over historical
data.
The experts provided some useful recommendations, including the need to have a common data
sharing platform that can be standardized across various data warehouses. All of the experts
discussed the future of data sharing, agreeing that it is just the beginning of the process. With
more data, more data regulations and better understanding of its uses, data sharing can help
planners as well as engineers gain deeper insight into the transportation system.
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5. User Survey and Results
We conducted a survey of users of multimodal transportation information apps to ascertain the
impact that such information has on user behavior. The goal of the survey was to obtain a better
understanding of how these apps are used and what generalizations could be made about
demographics and travel behavior shifts. A methodological overview and results summary are
presented within the sections that follow.
5.1.

Methodology

To perform the analysis, an online survey of multimodal transportation information app users
was developed and distributed in March 2016. The population sampled was drawn from people
who downloaded the RideScout app. RideScout randomly selected 3,000 users who had
downloaded their app nationwide. We drafted an email for RideScout to send with an
introduction to the survey purpose and containing the survey link. Users consenting to take the
survey clicked the link and responded. The survey included about 50 questions and was
estimated to take between 10 to 20 minutes for respondents to complete.
The survey was administered using the QuestionPro platform. Survey questions were developed
to capture attitudes and perceptions of mobile apps, travel behavior, modal shift with a goal of
understanding how the RideScout app is influencing the use of the transportation network.
Additionally, questions were developed to observe the motivations of respondents using the app,
as well as the socio-demographic profile of users. Respondents were given two weeks to
complete the survey.
5.2.

Results

The results are divided up into ten sections including: 1) Socio-Demographic Analysis of the
Sample Population, 2) General Travel Behavior, 3) Vehicle Ownership, 4) Most Recent
Multimodal App Use, 5) Travel Changes, 6) Multimodal App Use, 7) Money Spent on
Transportation, 8) Mobile Payment Apps and Public Transit, and 9) Future of Multimodal and
Transit Apps. The total sample size of the survey was 130.
5.2.1. Socio-Demographic Analysis of the Sample Population
The survey asked respondents questions about respondent socio-demographic background
including: gender, age, education, race/ethnicity, and income. Figure 21 shows the gender
balance of the sample, which contained slightly more males than females, 56% and 42%
respectively, and 2% declined to identify their gender.
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Please indicate your gender
56%

60%
50%

N = 131

42%

40%
30%
20%
10%

2%

0%

Prefer not to answer

Other:

0%
Male

Female

Figure 21 Gender of the Sample Population
Figure 22 shows the general distribution of age. A plurality of respondents (31%) was between
30 and 39 years of age. The survey showed that the distribution of ages was actually relatively
balanced across generations. Only a fifth of respondents were in their twenties, and 50% of
respondents were over 40 years of age.

Distribution of Age

40%
31%

N = 127

30%
19%

20%

18%
9%

10%
0%

18%

4%
0%

0%

0%

18 to 19 20 to 29 30 to 39 40 to 49 50 to 59 60 to 69 70 to 79 80 to 89 90 to 99
Figure 22 Age of the Sample Population
Figure 23 shows the distribution of educational attainment within the sample. The sample
population was comprised primarily of college or post graduates. Forty-six percent of
respondents indicated completing a Post Graduate degree, 5% are currently enrolled in a Post
Graduate degree, and 33% finished a four-year college degree (Figure 23). The high education
level of the sample suggests a possible correlation between education and using a multimodal
app.
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What is the highest level of education you have completed?
Other, please specify:

1%

Prefer not to answer

1%

N = 128

Post‐graduate degree (MA, MS, PhD, MD,…

46%

Currently in post‐graduate degree

5%

4‐year college degree
Currently in 4‐year college

33%
2%

2‐year college degree
Currently in 2‐year college

5%
0%

High school/GED
Currently in high school
Less than high school

6%
1%
0%

0%
10%
20%
30%
40%
Figure 23 Highest Level of Education of the Sample Population

50%

Figure 24 shows the self-identified racial/ethnic breakdown of the sample. The sample was
overwhelmingly Caucasian/White at 86% of the sample, while 5% reported being Hispanic or
Latino, 4% were African American, 7% were Asian, and 4% preferred not to answer
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What is your race or ethnicity?
Other, please specify:
Prefer not to answer

0%
4%

Southeast Asian

0%

South Asian (e.g., Indian, Pakistani, etc.)

0%

Native Hawaiian or Pacific Islander

0%

Middle‐Eastern

0%

Hispanic or Latino

5%

Caucasian/White

86%

Asian
American Indian or Alaskan Native
African American

N = 126

7%
0%
4%

0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%
Figure 24 Race or Ethnicity of Respondents
Figure 25 shows the distribution of income within the sample. Forty-two percent of respondents
earned at least $100,000 annually, 30% earned between $50,000 to $100,000, while the
remaining sample either earned less or declined to respond. The distribution generally suggests
that users were within middle to upper income households.
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Approximately what was your gross household income in
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10%
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3%

2%

3%

3%

2%

1%

1%

1%

0%

Figure 25 Approximate Gross Household Income of Respondents in 2015

5.2.2. General Travel Behavior
The survey probed respondents about their travel behavior to better understand the distribution
and frequency of transportation mode use among survey respondents. Figure 26 shows the modes
reported to be used by respondents in a typical month. Walking was the most frequent mode of
transportation for at least once a month (84%), followed by driving in a car (66%) and riding as a
passenger in a car (66%), using Uber or Lyft (62%), and then the bus (60%).
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At present, what transportation modes do you
use during a typical month? (Please check all
that apply.)
Peer‐to‐peer carsharing

3%

One‐way carsharing (e.g., car2go)
Roundtrip carsharing (e.g., Zipcar)

28%
5%

Uber, Lyft, or other on‐demand service
Taxi
Commuter rail (Amtrak, MARC, LIRR, etc.)

62%
15%
10%

Bus

61%

Urban rail (subway, light rail)
Bikesharing
Bicycle

N = 130

57%
18%
48%

Walk

84%

Ride as passenger in a car

66%

Drive alone

66%
0% 10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60% 70% 80% 90%

Figure 26 Transportation Mode Use during a Typical Month among Respondents
While Figure 26 shows the distribution of modes used, it is less informative with respect to the
frequency of those modes used. The survey asked follow up questions to determine the
frequency of mode use. If respondents indicated that they used of one of the modes listed above,
they were asked a follow up question about how frequently that mode was used. Figure 27
through Figure 29 show these distributions. In Figure 27, the frequencies of driving alone and as
a passenger in a car are shown. These distributions show that the sample drives with some
regularity but not on a daily basis. Only 50% of the subsample in the figure drives once a day,
and since this is two thirds of the total sample, it implies that effectively one third of the overall
survey sample drives on a daily basis. The story is almost the same for riding as a passenger in a
car. To be clear, this subpopulation is basically the same as those reporting driving alone. They
report riding as a passenger at a frequency slightly less than driving. Overall, Figure 27 suggests
that the population using multimodal apps drives at frequency that is probably below that of the
average American but more typical of urban populations.
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Figure 27 Frequency of Private Vehicle Use
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Figure 28 Frequency of Walking, Bicycling, Urban Rail, and Bus
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Figure 29 Frequency of Using Shared Ride Services

5.2.3. Most Recent Multimodal App Use
The survey asked respondents about their multimodal app use in the context of their
circumstance and their most recent trip. In other words, what are the environmental
circumstances in which multimodal apps are accessed? Figure 30 sheds some light on these
circumstances. Respondents were asked: “When do you use a multimodal transportation app that
provides you with information about getting around a city?” Respondents were allowed to select
all the circumstances that apply. The most common circumstance, selected from 64% of
respondents was: “When I am traveling in a new or less familiar city or region.” This suggests
that such apps present the most utility to people in unfamiliar circumstances. This perspective is
emphasized by the fact that the next two most popular responses, selected by 62% of
respondents, consisted of: “In my home region when traveling to an unfamiliar destination” and
“In my home region when I want to know the faster or most affordable option,” while 57% stated
that they used the apps for determining the arrival times of public transit.
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When do you use a multimodal transportation
app that provides you with information about
getting around a city?
N = 129

Other, please specify:

0%
12%

I never use multimodal transportation apps

64%

When I am traveling in a new or less familiar city or region
In my home region when I want to know the availability of
shared bikes or cars

28%

In my home region when I want to know the next arrival
times of public transit

57%

In my home region when I want to know the fastest or
most affordable option

62%

In my home region when traveling to an unfamiliar
destination

62%
0%

10%

20%
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70%

Figure 30 When People Use Multimodal Transportation Apps

Respondents were asked about the purpose of their most recent trip planned with a multimodal
transportation app. The responses are found in Figure 31, in which only one response could be
chosen. The most common response (20%) was for: “Go to or from in-town social / recreational
activity,” followed closely by commuting. Another 18% could not remember their last trip
purpose. This was followed by 9% who used it for work-related meetings. Seven percent of
respondents also used multimodal apps for airport trips, trips to a restaurant, and long-distance
recreational trips.
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What was the purpose of your MOST RECENT trip planned
with a multimodal transportation app?
N = 116

I cannot remember

2%

Go to or from a restaurant

7%
2%

4%

18%

Long distance recreational trip

9%
7%

Go to or from in‐town social /
recreational activity
Commute to or from work
Commute to or from school

4%
7%

2%

18%

Go to or from public transit
Go to or from a work‐related
meeting during the day
Go to or from shopping

20%

Run non‐shopping errands
Go to and from airport

Figure 31 Purpose of Most Recent Trip with A Multimodal Transportation app
The survey also probed time of travel for this trip, and the distribution is shown in Figure 32. Not
surprisingly, respondents indicated that a majority of trips are completed during the morning and
evening peaks (7 am to 10 am) and 4pm to 6pm, which is likely supported by commute activity.
Off-peak travel, including a modest up-tick in use occurs during the lunch hour, and spans the
rest of the day. Overall, the distribution of time of app use fits a normal diurnal travel pattern.
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Roughly, what time of day did you start this trip?
25%

20%

N = 108

20%
13%

15%
9% 9%

10%
5%

4% 3%

6%

7%
4% 3% 3% 3%

1% 2% 2%

3%
0% 0% 0% 0% 0% 0%

I cannot remember
5:00 AM
6:00 AM
7:00 AM
8:00 AM
9:00 AM
10:00 AM
11:00 AM
12:00 PM
1:00 PM
2:00 PM
3:00 PM
4:00 PM
5:00 PM
6:00 PM
7:00 PM
8:00 PM
9:00 PM
10:00 PM
11:00 PM
12:00 AM
1:00 AM
2:00 AM
3:00 AM
4:00 AM

0%

0% 1%

8%

Figure 32 Time of Day Most Recent Trip with A Multimodal Transportation App Was
Started
In addition to the time of day, an analysis of the day of the week of the most recent trip using a
multimodal app was observed. Figure 33 shows that 50% of respondents reported that their last
trip was during a weekday, but nearly 40% of those weekday trips occurred on Friday. A sizable
proportion (35%) of respondents could not remember which day they last used the app. The
remaining 16% were on a weekend day.
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What day of the week was this most recent trip?
N = 115
6%

I cannot remember

10%

Monday
35%

Tuesday
Wednesday

16%

Thursday
Friday
10%
11%
9%

Saturday
Sunday

3%

Figure 33 Day of the Week of Most Recent Trip with A Multimodal Transportation App
5.2.4. Travel Changes
The survey explored how multimodal transportation apps are impacting the travel behavior of
respondents. The results are generally encouraging, in that to the extent that multimodal apps
influence travel behavior, it is in a direction characteristic of more sustainable transportation
behavior. shows the ordinal scale shift in the change of overall driving due to the use of
multimodal transportation apps. Fifty-eight percent of respondents did not change their driving
behavior due to multimodal apps. However, of those that did change their driving behavior, 38%
stated they decreased their driving, while only 4% increased their driving.
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Change in Frequency of Driving
47%

50%
45%
40%
35%
30%
25%
20%
15%
10%
5%
0%

N = 115

24%
14%
1%

3%

Much more
than I did
before

More than I
did before

About the
same as
before

Less than I did
before

11%

Much less Have changed,
than I did but not due to
before
the apps

Figure 34 Frequency of Overall Driving
Respondents were asked in follow-up to estimate how much they changed their driving as a
result of the apps. Of those that decreased their driving, 54% of respondents stated that they
decreased their driving by 21 miles or more, while 45% of respondents decreased their driving
by 20 miles or less. For those that increased driving due to multimodal apps, only four people
answered the question, with one person falling in the 1-10 miles per week increase range, and
one person in the 11-20 miles per week increase.

60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

Because of my use of multimodal transportation app(s), I have
decreased [increased] driving by (please estimate to the best of
your ability):
50%
Decrease in driving, N = 44
23%25%
2%

25%
20%

Increase in driving, N = 4
16%
0%

11%
0%

9%

9%
0%

9%
0%

0%

0 miles per 1 – 10
11 – 20
21 – 30
31 – 40
41 – 50 More than Other,
miles per miles per miles per miles per miles per 50 miles
week
please
week
week
week
week
week
per week specify:

Figure 35 Amount of Decrease/Increase in Driving
The majority of respondents using multimodal apps used walking, public transportation, and ondemand services. Driving alone is shown to be one of the lowest modal selections (11%)
following the use of a multimodal app, whereas carpooling was 41%. Personal cycling and
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bikesharing were reported at 35% and 24%, respectively. Carsharing was the least selected
mode, with the roundtrip and peer-to-peer carsharing modal selection below 10% and one-way
carsharing at 27%.

What are the different modes you have used after using a
multimodal transportation app(s)? (Select all that apply, even
if it is for a short distance/time):
70%
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

67%

63%

67%

N = 111

54%

50%
41%

35%
28%

24%
13%

14%

8%

2%

Figure 36 Mode split for people after using multimodal transportation apps
Figure 37 and Figure 38 show the breakdown of how the use of different modes is affected by
multimodal transportation apps. From Figure 37, driving alone, riding as a passenger in a car,
and taking a taxi are shown to decline. Drive alone is decreased the most (38% of respondents),
followed by taxi and riding as a passenger in car.
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100%
80%
60%

How has your use of multimodal transportation app(s)
influenced your use of driving, riding as a passenger in a car,
and taxi services?
Drive alone, N = 106
Ride as passenger in a car, N = 103
Taxi, N = 92

60%

38%

40%
20%

78% 74%

2%

6%

9%

17% 17%

0%
Increases it
Decreases it
Has not changed it
Figure 37 Use of Multimodal Transportation App(s) That Decrease Mode Frequency
In Figure 38, the same data are shown for walking, biking, bikesharing, urban rail, bus, ondemand services, one-way carsharing, and other modes show the highest change of increased
use.

How has your use of multimodal transportation app(s)
influenced your use of the following modes?
Walking, N = 107
Bikesharing, N = 92
Bus, N = 99
Uber, Lyft, N = 101
One‐way carsharing, N = 98

Bicycle, N = 100
Urban rail, N = 103
Commuter rail, N = 91
Roundtrip carsharing, N = 88
Peer‐to‐peer carsharing, N = 88

120%
100%

90%
73%76%

80%
60%
40%
20%

97% 97%

56%
43% 40%
36% 23%
22%
22%
10%
1% 2%

8%5% 8%5% 8% 4%
1%
0% 2% 1%

Increases it

Decreases it

0%

55%

73%

50% 52%
39%

Has not changed it

Figure 38 Use of Multimodal Transportation App(s) That Increase Mode Frequency
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Bus (55%) and urban rail (43%) increase the most because they are commonly primary
transportation modes. Modes that showed little or no change were commuter rail, roundtrip
carsharing, and peer-to-peer carsharing. Respondents were also asked an attributional question
about their change in wait time due to multimodal transportation apps. The distribution, shown in
, suggests that the apps reduce overall wait times of users.

Because of multimodal transportation app(s), my overall wait
time (time spent waiting for my chosen transport mode to arrive)
during travel has:
50%

44%

N = 113

41%

40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

9%

6%
0%

Increased greatly

Increased

Not really
changed (no
impact due to
the app)

Decreased

Decreased
greatly

Figure 39 Change in Wait Time Due to Multimodal Transportation App(s)
There was also motivation to see how impactful multimodal apps are in influencing users to
change or are open to the availability of other modes. Figure 40 shows respondent’s personal
foresight of travel mode while using multimodal apps. Sixty-one percent of respondents stated
they often know which mode they will take.
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When you use a multimodal transportation app, how often
do you already know with certainty the travel mode you are
going to take?
56%

60%
50%

N = 112

40%

33%

30%
20%
10%

5%

5%
0%

0%
Always

Often

Sometimes

Rarely

Never

Figure 40 Certainty of Travel Mode before Multimodal Transportation App Use
Finally, Figure 41 shows the trip purposes for which respondents do not use multimodal apps.
The highest frequencies come from going to and from the grocery store (53%) and to and from
the gym (51%). These are trips that are highly routine, with known travel patterns. However,
conversely, the lowest frequencies come from trips to and from in-town social/recreational
activity (12%), to and from public transit (14%), and to and from a restaurant (20%), inferring
that most respondents use multimodal apps for these reasons.
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For what trip purposes do you NOT use multimodal
transportation app(s) like RideScout? (Please check all that
apply).)
Other, please specify:
Go to and from gym
Go to and from airport
Go to or from healthcare services
Run non‐shopping errands
Go to or from other shopping (non‐groceries)
Go to or from grocery shopping
Go to or from a work‐related meeting
Go to or from public transit
Commute to or from school
Commute to or from work
Go to or from in‐town social / recreation
Long distance recreational trip
Go to or from a restaurant
N = 113

0%
51%
28%
35%
28%
32%
53%
24%
14%
32%
42%
12%
45%
20%
0%

20%

40%

60%

Figure 41 Trip Purposes for Not Using Multimodal Transportation App(s)
5.2.5. Money Spent on Transportation
The following two sections discuss the respondent’s financial actions regarding transportation
and the influence of apps. Figure 42 shows how much respondents spend on average on
transportation. About 48% of respondents spend $200 or less per month with almost a third of
respondents (29%) spending between $100 and $200. Another 29% of respondents spend
between $200 to $400, with the remaining 23% spending $400 or more.
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How much do you spend on average per month on
transportation?
35%
29%

30%

N = 127

25%
20%
13%

15%
10%

14% 15%

6%

6%

5%

7%
2%

0%

2%

2%

1%

2%

0%

0%

0%

0%

1%

Figure 42 Average Spent Per Month on Transportation
Figure 43 shows that 27% of respondents use pre-tax dollars through their employer. This is
relevant to understanding transportation costs and the tendency of app users to take advantage of
options for pre-tax payments. Advancing the technical capabilities of making transportation
payments pre-tax, which are limited, may improve the utility of apps to consumers.

Do you spend any of this pre‐tax dollars through your
employer?
100%
50%

73%

N = 131

27%

0%
Yes

No

Figure 43 Use of Pre-Tax Dollars Spent Through Employer
Among the remaining 73% that did not use pre-tax dollars, 37% did not know this was an option,
while an additional 12% do not know how to do it. About 26% of employers do not support this
for the respondents, and 27% do not receive a W-2 form. These responses are shown in Figure
44.
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I do not use pre‐tax dollars for transportation because:
Other, please specify:

0%

N = 82

I am not employed in a way that I receive a
W2‐form.

27%

I know that this is an option, but my
employer does not support it.

26%

I know that this is an option, but I do not
know how to do it.
The paperwork and process is very
cumbersome.
I did not know that I could do that.

12%
5%
37%

0% 5% 10% 15% 20% 25% 30% 35% 40%
Figure 44 Reasons for Not Using Pre-Tax Dollars on Transportation
Of those that do use their pre-tax dollars, further questions were asked to capture how much of
these dollars were for public transit and/or parking. The majority of respondents (69%) spend
$100 or less on public transit, with another spike of 24% spending between $100 and $130. Far
fewer respondents spent significant amounts of pre-tax dollars on parking. Data in Figure 46
shows that 86% spent $0 to $20.
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How much on average do you spend per month on
transportation using pre‐tax dollars for public transit?
24%

25%
20%
15%

15%

15%

N = 34

15%
12%

12%

10%

6%
3%

5%

0%

0%

0%

Figure 45 Average Pre-Tax Dollars Spent Per Month on Transportation

How much on average do you spend per month on
transportation using pre‐tax dollars for parking?
90%
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70%
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40%
30%
20%
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86%
N = 35

6%
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0%

$41 ‐
$60
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$130 $150 $200 $250

0%
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than
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Figure 46 Average Pre-Tax Dollars Spent Per Month on Parking
5.2.6. Mobile Payment Apps and Public Transit
The survey also asked about mobile payment apps. Figure 47 depicts the usage of mobile
payment apps for public transit among respondents. It is evident from this figure that although
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the majority of the users (73%) do not use these apps, over a quarter of the sample population
(27%) use mobile payment apps for public transit services, like commuter rail or bus. Of this
portion that use mobile payment apps for public transit, 20% used it in their home city, while 7%
used it in other cities.

Do you use mobile payment apps for public transit services
such as bus or commuter rail?
80%
60%
40%
20%
0%

N = 129

20%

73%

7%

Yes, in my home city

Yes, I have used mobile
No
payment app(s) in other
cities (but not in my home
city)
Figure 47 Use of Mobile Payment Apps for Public Transit Services

Following this question, the survey probed the reasons behind why people do not use mobile
payment apps. These questions were only asked of the 73% (above) of respondents that said they
did not use mobile payment apps. The biggest reason cited was that they used pre-paid
smartcards, which they reloaded (59% of the sample). This was followed by 40% of people who
did not know how to use mobile payment apps or where to find them, while 24% of respondents
who said they did not travel by public transit frequently enough to use mobile payments. Ten
percent of respondents indicated that they did not mind purchasing a ticket every time they
traveled. Finally, 2% said that current apps are cumbersome or complicated. The distribution of
responses is shown in Figure 48.
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What are some reasons that you do not use mobile payment
apps for public transit services?
Other, please specify:

0%

I use a pre‐paid smartcard for public transit
use, which I reload periodically.

60%

I do not mind buying a ticket every time I
travel.

10%

I find existing apps
complicated/cumbersome.

N = 82

2%

I do not travel by public transit frequently
enough.

24%

I do not know where or how to do this.

40%
0%

20%

40%

60%

80%

Figure 48 Reasons for Not Using Mobile Payment Apps for Public Transit
Respondents (N = 35) that did report using mobile payment apps were asked a series of impact
questions. The survey found that the presence of mobile payments seemed to contribute to an
increase in public transit use. The amount of change is not revealed, but the survey responses
suggest that all things equal, public transit use increased due to the use of these payments. The
distribution is shown in Figure 49. Only 3% of the sample said they used public transit less due
to mobile payment. Three percent of people said they did not use public transit in the past and
would also not use it in the future.
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Because of mobile payment features for public transit, I use public
transit:

I did not use public transportation before, and I will
not use it in the future.

3%

N = 35

I have changed how often I use public
0%
transportation, but NOT because of mobile…
Much less often

0%

Less often

3%

About the same (mobile payments will have no
impact)

57%

More often

26%

Much more often

11%
0%

20%

40%

60%

Figure 49 Effect of Mobile Payment Features for Public Transit on Usage
Although 57% of people said that mobile payments have not had an impact on their use of public
transit, 37% of people increased transit usage because of mobile payments. Recall that these are
percentages of only those that use mobile payment apps.
The survey evaluated the analogous impact on driving behavior due to public transit mobile
payment apps. As shown in Figure 50, 49% people said that transit mobile payment app use has
had little to no impact on their driving, while 17% of people said they changed how much they
drove but not because of these apps. Thirty-two percent of people decreased driving because of
public transit mobile payment app(s), while 5% (each) also said that they drove more than and
much more than before. Overall, the presence of mobile payment apps marginally reduced
driving among those that use them. The amount of this reduction in driving was not determinable
by this survey.
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Because of transit mobile payment app(s), I drive overall:
I have changed how much I drive, but not
because of my use of transit mobile
payment app(s)

17%
N = 35

Much less than I did before

6%

Less than I did before

26%

About the same as I did before (my app use
has had little to no impact on how much I
drive)

More than I did before

Much more than I did before

49%

0%

3%

0%
10% 20% 30% 40% 50% 60%
Figure 50 Impact on People’s Overall Driving Due to Public Transit Mobile Payment
App(s)

Overall, users of mobile payment found their experience improved and their speed of boarding to
be faster as a result. The responses, shown in Figure 51 and Figure 52, indicate that the overall
experience with public transit is improved among those using the apps.
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Mobile payment features for public transit has made my
experience with public transit:
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60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

60%
N = 35

20%

Much better

20%

Better

No change in my
experience

0%

0%

Worse

Much worse

Figure 51 Change in Public Transit User Experience Due to Mobile Payment Apps For
Public Transit

Because of mobile payment features, I am able to board
public transit:
60%
50%
40%
30%
20%
10%
0%

49%

N = 35
29%

17%
6%

Much faster

Faster

No change in my
speed

Slower

0%

Much slower

Figure 52 Effect of Mobile Payment Features on Public Transit Boarding Times
5.2.7. Future of Multimodal and Public Transit Apps
Respondents were then asked for their opinion on future scenarios, in terms of features on
different transportation apps. Looking at Figure 53, the most popular feature that people want to
see in public transit apps (32% people) is information about the fastest and cheapest
transportation option for their trip. This was followed by 29% (each) for ability to see other ride
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options within app like bikesharing, carsharing, etc. and information about public transit arrival
times. This shows people’s interest in multimodal apps. Finally, 9% of people wanted discounts
for local shops, restaurants, or services within a public transit app.

What is the top additional feature you would like to see in a
public transit app?
Discounts for local shops, restaurants, or
services
Ability to provide feedback about transit
services

9%

N = 34

0%

Ability to see other ride options within app
(e.g., bikesharing, carsharing, etc.)

29%

Information about fastest, cheapest
transportation option for my trip

32%

Information about transit arrival times

29%

0%

5%

10%

15%

20%

25%

30%

35%

Figure 53 Top Additional Features People Would Like On Public Transit App
Broadly, the results of the survey show that multimodal information apps can improve the public
transit experience of those using them and enable people to use public transit more. The results
do not indicate that the impact is incredibly large, and naturally there is some self-selection in the
sample. It is important to note that the survey is of people who downloaded the app, with an
interest in using it. They sought the utility of acquiring information through the app. But selfselection is part of the process of using any transportation technology in that people seek to
acquire the technology/service that works for them. The responses show among respondents that
information has value and to some extent it is enabling increased public transit use and decreased
driving. Furthermore, the responses show that the mobile payment capabilities of public transit
have value that should improve the overall public transit experience. These results suggest that
there is a utility for multimodal transportation information in certain environments and
situations, and this utility generally advances the use less energy-intensive travel modes.
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6. Conclusions and Key Takeaways
Smartphone apps are transforming urban mobility in the 21st century. Beginning with early
traveler information systems, technology has evolved from simple driving and static public
transit information into dynamic, personal, multimodal trip planning and guidance apps. There
has been an evolution in the development of these applications. Building on information derived
from first generation single-mode applications, multimodal applications are beginning to
integrate real-time information from a number of different sources. Shared mobility services,
rapidly expanding in urban areas, are adding to the options now available to travelers. As these
applications continue to develop, their integration with the broader array of real-time
transportation information and mobile payment systems will undoubtedly improve. Research has
begun to evaluate the impacts of these improved applications of multimodal information as the
market continues to evolve. Through a review of the literature, an analysis of multimodal apps, a
series of expert interviews, and a user survey of former RideScout users, this report documents
several key findings.
The United States has long been recognized as a car dependent society, and public policy could
focus on moving travelers along the “spectrum” toward increased multimodalism, even within
the more car dependent households of the country. Smartphone apps prevalent today can be used
toward that end, providing real-time information to travelers and lowering barriers to
multimodalism. Specifically, mobility apps are providing multimodal trip planning, incentivizing
alternative travel modes and non-peak-period travel, and enhancing trust among shared mobility
services.
The interviews conducted among experts at transportation planning agencies, private
transportation companies, and software development companies revealed the importance of data
sharing without necessitating one-size-fits-all agreements among companies/agencies with
varying goals. Most companies interviewed already had a type of data sharing collaboration with
a city planning agency to share data including: origin-destination pairs, modal share, and known
factors for users choosing a particular mode, as well as trip time and distance. Data privacy has
remained a concern noted by both the public and private experts interviewed. Nevertheless, all
the experts surveyed agreed that end users can benefit from a better data sharing platform
between the public and private sectors. They agreed that data sharing for urban planning has
unprecedented potential.
The user survey sheds light on the way people use multimodal trip aggregators and how data
dynamic data sharing platforms can improve the real-time feed for these aggregator apps. The
demographic profile of respondents found them to young, but not exceptionally young, with 50%
of respondents 40 years old or older. The sample was well educated, with 79% of respondents
having a 4-year degree or higher. The sample was 86% Caucasian, with relatively high incomes,
42% of respondents earning a household income of at least $100,000. Hence, users of such apps
are likely not representative of the general population. The survey explored how and when
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people used multimodal apps to make travel decisions. The survey found that among the most
common purposes for recent trips planned included: in-town social recreational activities,
commute to and from work, and go to and from work-related meetings during the day. The
survey found that the time of use of the apps during the day was an unremarkable distribution
that is consistent with the general peak and off-peak periods of daily travel. With respect to the
day of week, the survey found that there was a slight balance toward Friday use. Otherwise the
apps were more broadly used during week days, with only 13% of use on weekends.
The survey found that users used public transit more and drove less as a result of using
multimodal apps. About 38% of the sample reported driving less frequently as a result of a
multimodal information app, while 4% reported driving more and the rest reported no change.
Analogously, more respondents reported that they use bus and urban rail more because of
multimodal transportation apps. In addition, more respondents reported that they walk and
bicycle more, as well. Very few respondents (less than 10% in all cases) reported that they
decreased their use of these modes as a result of their app usage.
Half of the respondents reported that these apps had reduced their wait times with public transit,
while only 6% had reported an increase. The survey explored mobile payments within these apps
for public transit. We found among those that had used the apps, a vast majority had an improved
experience and faster boarding time with public transit. Overall, the results suggest that
multimodal apps have some potential to improve the function and utility of public transit, even if
the population using the software is a subset of the broader traveling public.
Smartphone apps have become a mainstay of the mobile experience. With increasing choices and
in capabilities, the utility of apps has enhanced the experience and capacity of people to achieve
important daily objectives standing almost anywhere in the country. These benefits have broadly
extended to transportation in a very real way, with a number of different multimodal apps that
have expanded access to operational information about mobility options, with urban
transportation, as well as freight, sharing, insurance, gamification, among other arenas. We found
among mobile app users that these enhancements have a benefit to the user experience, as well as
to the broader transportation system. The apps were found to reduce driving and increase public
transit use, even if only among a minority of users. The broad conclusion is that information, as
provided on these platforms, can make a difference in a positive way. The magnitude of this
difference is a function of the quality of the app, the quality of the public transit system, and the
utility of the information provided. It is clear that information can play a role in advancing public
policy objectives related to reducing the energy intensity of mobility. Expanding commuter
benefits to incentivize multimodal trips could encourage the use of a broader variety of modes
and services. This could be enabled by allowing smartphone apps access to pre-tax commuter
accounts (e.g., journeys could be paid for by using pre-tax payroll deductions), employerprovided use (e.g., mechanisms that allow employers to pay for commute expenses directly to an
app service provider), and providing app-based commuter incentives linked to a user’s modal
choice (e.g., incentives for carpooling or riding public transit, calculated and awarded based on a
person’s app account). These policies and other technical enhancements may work together to
improve public transit operations and provide greater mobility at a reduced personal and
environmental cost.
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